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Now in paperback, seeing is believing—unless, of course, you don’t know who the real witch is, or if
there is a witch at all!
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Isabelle Bean is trying to pay attention to her teacher, but she hears a buzz in her ear that she can’t seem to
shake. She thinks it sounds like she’s teetering on the edge of the universe—and she’s not that far from the
truth. Isabelle’s so distracted by the buzz that she gets sent to the principal’s office, and then while awaiting
her punishment, she tumbles into an adventure—into another world that’s a little bit different, a little bit
Hansel and Gretel-y, a little bit like a fairy tale. Which would be great, but since she shows up in fairy-tale
land wearing her favorite high, pointy boots, the fairy-tale people start thinking that Isabelle is a witch—and
not just any witch, but the witch!

From Edgar Award-winning author Frances O’Roark Dowell comes the unlikely story of Isabelle Bean—an
ultimate misfit, an outsider extraordinaire, and not a witch!
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From reader reviews:

Louise Lewis:

What do you think about book? It is just for students since they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that question above. Every
person has distinct personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that
they don't desire do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Falling In. All type of
book would you see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Ann Birdsell:

This Falling In book is just not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
obtain by reading this book is usually information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will get facts
which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Falling In without we
realize teach the one who studying it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't be worry Falling In
can bring any time you are and not make your handbag space or bookshelves' turn out to be full because you
can have it inside your lovely laptop even telephone. This Falling In having excellent arrangement in word
and also layout, so you will not truly feel uninterested in reading.

James McFarland:

Falling In can be one of your starter books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in words, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to place every
word into joy arrangement in writing Falling In however doesn't forget the main point, giving the reader the
hottest along with based confirm resource data that maybe you can be considered one of it. This great
information can easily drawn you into new stage of crucial contemplating.

Hazel Mercado:

Publication is one of source of expertise. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen want book to know the upgrade information of year to be able to year. As we know
those textbooks have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to around
the world. With the book Falling In we can acquire more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? To be
creative person must prefer to read a book. Simply choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't be
doubt to change your life at this book Falling In. You can more desirable than now.
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